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Abstract Collaborative recommender systems are known to be highly vulnerable to proﬁle injection attacks, attacks that involve the insertion of biased proﬁles into the ratings database for the purpose of altering the system’s recommendation behavior. Prior work has shown when proﬁles are reverse engineered to maximize inﬂuence; even a small number of malicious proﬁles can signiﬁcantly bias the system. This paper describes a classiﬁcation approach to the problem of detecting and responding to proﬁle injection attacks. A number of attributes are identiﬁed that distinguish characteristics present in attack proﬁles in general, as well as an attribute generation approach for detecting proﬁles based on reverse engineered attack models. Three well known classiﬁcation algorithms are then used to demonstrate the combined beneﬁt of these attributes and the impact the selection of classiﬁer has with respect to improving the robustness of the recommender system. Our study demonstrates this technique signiﬁcantly reduces the impact of the most powerful attack models previously studied, particularly when combined with a support vector machine classiﬁer. Key words Attack Detection, Bias Proﬁle Injection, Collaborative Filtering, Recommender Systems, Attack Models, Support Vector Machines
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1 Introduction Recommender systems have become a staple of many e-commerce web sites, yet signiﬁcant vulnerabilities exist in these systems when faced with what have been termed “shilling” attacks [1–4]. We use the more descriptive phrase “proﬁle injection attacks”, since promoting a particular product is only one way such an attack might be used. In a proﬁle injection attack, an attacker interacts with a collaborative recommender system to build within it a number of proﬁles associated with ﬁctitious identities with the aim of biasing the system’s output. It is easy to see why collaborative ﬁltering is vulnerable to these attacks. A user-based collaborative ﬁltering algorithm collects user proﬁles, which are assumed to represent the preferences of many diﬀerent individuals and makes recommendations by ﬁnding peers with like proﬁles. If the proﬁle database contains biased data (many proﬁles all of which rate a certain item highly, for example), these biased proﬁles may be considered peers for genuine users and result in biased recommendations. This is precisely the eﬀect found in [3] and [4]. Our prior work [2, 5] identiﬁed a number of attack models, based on diﬀerent assumptions about attacker knowledge and intent. The overall conclusion is that an attacker wishing to “push” a particular product (make it more likely to be recommended) or to “nuke” it (make it less likely to be recommended) can do so with a relatively modest number of injected proﬁles, with a minimum of system-speciﬁc knowledge and with only the kind of general knowledge about likely user ratings distribution that one might ﬁnd by reading the newspaper. We also know that proﬁle injection attacks are not merely of theoretical interest, but have been uncovered at e-commerce sites. As prior work has shown, if commercial recommendation systems are not protected, there is a very real risk the quality of the predictions and thus the consumer trust in the site can be compromised by attackers. The goal of this work is to address this vulnerability and provide tools and techniques web site owners may apply to protect their recommender services. Through techniques such as the one outlined in this paper, additional security and trust can be added to increase the robustness of recommendation systems used in the future for commercial sites. The primary contribution of this paper is a description of an approach to detecting proﬁle injection attacks with supervised classiﬁcation. The technique is based on identifying characteristics of proﬁles that may be engineered to increase the inﬂuence of a malicious proﬁle on the collaborative system. This is accomplished through a three pronged strategy to creating attributes to facilitate attack classiﬁcation. This strategy combines attributes for detecting general ratings anomalies, similarity to reverse engineered attacks, and target concentrations; for use in a supervised approach to attack classiﬁcation. A classiﬁer is then built to distinguish attack proﬁles from genuine user proﬁles by constructing training data from authentic proﬁles and attacks generated by reverse engineered attack models. The combined eﬀectiveness of this approach is then evaluated with the supervised classiﬁcation algorithms k nearest neighbor (kNN), C4.5, and support vector machine (SVM). This study shows this defense technique when combined with the detection attributes described in this work and a robust classiﬁer such as SVM, can nearly eliminate the impact of the
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most eﬀective reverse engineered proﬁle injection attacks for all but the largest attacks. We examine the impact the dimensions of attack type, attack intent, ﬁller size, and attack size have on the eﬀectiveness of such a detection scheme. In Section 4, we provide a detailed description of our detection technique and the attributes used in this study. These attributes include both generic attributes that capture expected distribution of user data within proﬁles, as well as attributes based in the characteristics of well-known attack models. This is followed by our empirical analysis of the resulting detection classiﬁer in Section 5.



2 Background and motivation Researchers have shown that collaborative recommender systems, the most common type of web personalization system, are highly vulnerable to attack. Attackers can use automated means to inject a large number of biased proﬁles into such a system, resulting in recommendations that favor or disfavor given items. Since collaborative recommender systems must be open to user input, it is diﬃcult to design a system that cannot be so attacked. Researchers studying robust recommendation have therefore begun to study mechanisms for defending against such attacks. Defense against proﬁle injection can take many forms. Some collaborative algorithms are more robust than others against such attacks. Recent research has focused on techniques that can be used to protect the predictive integrity of collaborative recommenders from this type of malicious biasing. This work falls into two categories: techniques that increase the robustness of the recommender; and techniques for detecting and discounting biased proﬁles, like this work. Motivating example In this paper we consider attacks where the attacker’s aim is to introduce a bias into a recommender system by injecting fake user ratings. In a proﬁle injection attack, an attacker interacts with the recommender system to build within it a number of proﬁles with the aim of biasing the system’s output. Such proﬁles will be associated with ﬁctitious identities to disguise their true source. An attack against a collaborative ﬁltering recommender system consists of a set of attack proﬁles, each contained biased rating data associated with a ﬁctitious user identity, and including a target item, the item that the attacker wishes the system to recommend more highly (a push attack), or wishes to prevent the system from recommending (a nuke attack). We provide a hypothetical example to help illustrate the vulnerability of collaborative ﬁltering algorithms, and will serve as a motivation for defending against such attacks. Consider, as an example, a recommender system that identiﬁes books that users might like to read using a user-based collaborative algorithm [6]. A user proﬁle in this hypothetical system might consist of that user’s ratings (in the scale of 1-5 with 1 being the lowest) on various books. Alice, having built up a proﬁle from previous visits, returns to the system for new recommendations. Figure 1 shows Alice’s proﬁle along with that of seven genuine users. An
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Fig. 1 An example of a push attack favoring the target item Item6.



attacker, Eve, has inserted attack proﬁles (Attack1-3) into the system, all of which give high ratings to her book labeled Item6. Eve’s attack proﬁles may closely match the proﬁles of one or more of the existing users (if Eve is able to obtain or predict such information), or they may be based on average or expected ratings of items across all users. Suppose the system is using a simpliﬁed user-based collaborative ﬁltering approach where the predicted ratings for Alice on Item6 will be obtained by ﬁnding the closest neighbor to Alice. Without the attack proﬁles, the most similar user to Alice, using correlation-based similarity, would be User6. The prediction associated with Item6 would be 2, essentially stating that Item6 is likely to be disliked by Alice. After the attack, however, the Attack1 proﬁle is the most similar one to Alice, and would yield a predicted rating of 5 for Item6, the opposite of what would have been predicted without the attack. So, in this example, the attack is successful, and Alice will get Item6 as a recommendation, regardless of whether this is really the best suggestion for her. She may ﬁnd the suggestion inappropriate, or worse, she may take the system’s advice, buy the book, and then be disappointed by the delivered product. On the other hand, if a system is using an item-based collaborative ﬁltering approach, then the predicted rating for Item6 will be determined by comparing the rating vector for Item6 with those of the other items. Previous work has shown the item-based approach to be more robust, yet as this simple example demonstrates even more robust algorithms can still be vulnerable [7]. Obviously this example has been greatly simpliﬁed for illustrative purposes. While this paper uses user based collaborative ﬁltering to illustrate the beneﬁt of attack proﬁle detection, as this latter observation illustrates detecting and eliminating such attack proﬁles could make other algorithms more robust as well. In real world systems both the product space and user database are much larger and more neighbors are used in prediction, but the same problem still exists. Our overall aim is to protect collaborative recommenders from bias introduced by proﬁle injection attacks. The intent of the approach examined in this work is to detect and respond
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to the most eﬀective known attack models. Attackers wishing to evade detection will need to adopt less eﬀective attacks, which by deﬁnition require greater numbers of proﬁles to produce the desired change in recommendation behavior. Larger attacks, however, are also conspicuous and in this way, we hope to render proﬁle injection attacks relatively harmless. 3 Proﬁle injection attacks In this section, we present some of the dimensions across which proﬁle injection attacks must be analyzed, and discuss the basic concepts and issues that motivate our analysis of detection in the rest of the paper. There are two main aspects of a proﬁle injection attack that are needed to describe an attack on a collaborative recommender: the attack model, and the attack dimensions. Below we summarize how these two concepts relate to attack detection. See [1, 2, 5, 8] for additional details. 3.1 Attack models A proﬁle-injection attack model is an approach for constructing a set of attack proﬁles, based on knowledge about the recommender system, its rating database, its products, and/or its users. The general form of these proﬁles is shown in Figure 2. Each proﬁle can be thought of as identifying four sets of items: a singleton target item it , a set of selected items with particular characteristics determined by the attacker IS , a set of ﬁller items usually chosen randomly IF , and a set of unrated items I∅ . Attack models can be deﬁned by the methods by which they identify the selected items, the proportion of the remaining items that are used as ﬁller items, and the way that speciﬁc ratings are assigned to each of these sets of items and to the target item as deﬁned by the functions δ, σ, and γ respectively. The set of selected items represents a small group of items that have been selected because of their association with the target item (or a targeted segment of users). For some attacks, this set is empty. On the other hand, the set of ﬁller items represent a group of randomly selected items in the database which are assigned ratings within the attack proﬁle. Since the selected item set is small, the size of each proﬁle (total number of ratings) is determined mostly by the size of the ﬁller item set. In our experimental results, we report ﬁller size as a proportion of the size of I (i.e., the set of all items). The resulting attack proﬁle consists of an m-dimensional vector of ratings, were m is the total number of items in the system. The rating given to the item being attacked, the target it , is rtarget . Generally, in a push attack, rtarget = rmax , while for a nuke attack, rtarget = rmin , where rmax and rmin are the maximum and minimum allowable rating values, respectively. Two basic attack models, introduced originally in [3] are the random and average attacks. Both of these models involve the generation of attack proﬁles using randomly assigned ratings given to some ﬁller items in the proﬁle. In the random attack, the assigned ratings are based on the overall distribution of user ratings in the database. In our formalism, IS is empty, the contents of IF are selected randomly, and the function σ generates random ratings centered on the overall average rating in the database. The average attack is very similar,
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Fig. 2 The general form of a push/nuke attack proﬁle.



except that the random ratings for each ﬁller item in IF are centered on the individual mean for each item; thus requiring considerably more information about the distribution of ratings within the target system. Of these attacks, the average attack is by far the more eﬀective, but it may be impractical to mount, given the degree of system-speciﬁc knowledge of the ratings distribution that it requires. Further, as we show in [5], it is ineﬀectual and hence unlikely to be employed against an item-based formulation of collaborative recommendation. Our own experiments yielded three additional attack models: the bandwagon, segment and love/hate attacks described below. See [1, 2, 5] for additional details. The bandwagon attack is similar to the random attack, but it uses a small amount of additional knowledge, namely the identiﬁcation of a few of the most popular items in a particular domain: blockbuster movies, top-selling recordings, etc. This information is easy to obtain and not dependent on any speciﬁcs of the system under attack. The set IS contains these popular items and they are given high ratings in the attack proﬁles. In our studies, the bandwagon attack works almost as well as the much more knowledge-intensive average attack. The segment attack is designed speciﬁcally as an attack against the item-based algorithm. Item-based collaborative recommendation generates neighborhoods of similar items, rather than neighborhoods of similar users. The goal of the attack therefore is to maximize the similarity between the target item and the segment items in IS . The segment items are those well-liked by the market segment to which the target item it is aimed. The items in IS are given high ratings to increase the similarity between them and the target item; the ﬁller items are given low ratings, to decrease the similarity between these items and the target item. This attack proved to be highly eﬀective against the item-based algorithm as expected, but it also works well against user-based collaborative recommendation. 3.2 Attack dimensions Proﬁle injection attacks can be categorized based on the knowledge required by the attacker to mount the attack, the intent of a particular attack, and the size of the attack. From the perspective of the attacker, the best attack against a system is one that yields the biggest impact for the least amount of eﬀort. While the knowledge and eﬀort required for an attack is an important aspect to consider, from a detection perspective, we are more interested in
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how these factors combine to deﬁne the dimensions of an attack. From this perspective we are primarily interested in the dimensions of: – Attack model: The attack model, speciﬁes the rating characteristics of the attack proﬁle (as described above). – Attack intent: The intent of an attack describes the intent of the attacker. Two simple intents are “push” and “nuke”. An attacker may insert proﬁles to make a product more likely (“push”) or less likely (“nuke”) to be recommended. Another possible aim of an attacker might be simple vandalism – to make the entire system function poorly. Our work here assumes a more focused economic motivation on the part of the attacker, namely that there is something to be gained by promoting or demoting a particular product. (Scenarios in which one product is promoted and others simultaneously attacked are outside the scope of this paper.) – Proﬁle size: The number of ratings assigned in a given attack proﬁle is the proﬁle size. The addition of ratings is relatively lower in cost for the attacker compared to the creating of additional proﬁles. However, there is the additional factor of risk at work when proﬁles include ratings for a large percentage of the ratable items. Real users rarely rate more than a small fraction of the ratable items in a large recommendation space. No one can read every book that is published or view every movie. So, attack proﬁles with many, many ratings are easy to distinguish from those of genuine users and are a reasonably certain indicator of an attack. – Attack size: The attack size is the number of proﬁles inserted related to an attack. We assume that a sophisticated attacker will be able to automate the proﬁle injection process. Therefore, the number of proﬁles is a crucial variable because it is possible to build on-line registration schemes requiring human intervention, and by this means, the site owner can impose a cost on the creation of new proﬁles. In our investigation we examine how these dimensions aﬀect detection of proﬁle injection attacks. 4 Detection of attack proﬁles One of the main strengths of collaborative recommender systems is the ability for users with unusual tastes to get meaningful suggestions by the system identifying users with similar peculiarities. This strength is also one of the challenges in securing recommender systems. Speciﬁcally the variability of opinion makes it diﬃcult to say with certainty whether a particular proﬁle is an attack proﬁle or the preferences of an eccentric user. It is unrealistic to expect all proﬁles to be classiﬁed correctly. The goals for detection and response will therefore be: minimize the impact of an attack, reduce the likelihood of a successful attack, and minimize any negative impact resulting from the addition of the detection scheme. The attacks that we outlined above, work well against collaborative algorithms because they were created by reverse engineering the algorithms to devise inputs with maximum impact. Attacks that deviate from these patterns will be less eﬀective than those that conform to them. Our approach to attack detection will therefore focus on recognizing attacks
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based on these reverse engineered attack models. An ideal outcome would be one in which a system could be rendered secure by making attacks against it no longer cost eﬀective, where cost is measured in the attacker’s knowledge, eﬀort, and time. As discussed in Section 6, other techniques have been studied for defending against proﬁle injection attacks as well, but in this work we focus on a proﬁle classiﬁcation approach. In this section, we explain some of the unique challenges associated with attack proﬁle classiﬁcation, as motivation for detection attributes. Describing how conceptually these challenges might aﬀect the robustness of a classiﬁer used in this context, and speciﬁcally why the SVM algorithm is likely a good ﬁt for this type of application. Finally, we summarize the collection of detection attributes which have been consolidated from several papers and combined in the experiments below [9–12]. 4.1 Attack proﬁle classiﬁcation Since we have some knowledge of what types of attacks are successful, we can treat attack identiﬁcation as a traditional pattern classiﬁcation problem in which we seek to classify proﬁles as matching known attack models. It may be that some genuine users will be classiﬁed as attackers, with consequences that we explore later. In this paper, we concentrate on identifying suspicious proﬁles by their aggregate properties. This is a classiﬁcation approach which extends some of the features introduced originally in [9]. Our approach also diﬀers since rather than constructing an ad-hoc classiﬁer, we use training data based on our attack models to build a classiﬁer to separate attack proﬁles from genuine users. The classiﬁcation attributes are created using two diﬀerent types of analysis. The ﬁrst type is created by looking at the proﬁle as a whole and is thus generic and not speciﬁc to any attack model. The second type is attack-model based, and generates attributes related to detecting characteristics of a speciﬁc attack model and target concentrations across proﬁles. We investigate using three common and well-understood classiﬁer learning methods: simple nearest-neighbor classiﬁcation using kNN, decision-tree learning using C4.5, and SVM. Due to the challenges mentioned above, the robustness of these algorithms across all dimensions of attack becomes critical to the success of the detection scheme. As we demonstrate in our experiments, using a more robust learning method such as SVM can have a signiﬁcant impact on reducing the vulnerability of the system. 4.2 Classiﬁer model Applying supervised learning methods for attack classiﬁcation on ratings proﬁles presents some signiﬁcant challenges. The exponential number of combinations of attack types, possible attack targets, and selection of segment and ﬁller items makes it infeasible to enumerate a training set using the ratings proﬁles alone. As a result some techniques must be applied to generalize the idea of an authentic or attack proﬁle beyond the raw ratings data. To accomplish this, detection attributes are used to capture statistical features of a proﬁle that when combined with other detection attributes together describe the signature of the proﬁle.
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In order to train the classiﬁer, a training set ﬁrst needs to be created. This is done by taking a set of proﬁles from the proﬁle database; these proﬁles are assumed to be from nonmalicious users and are labeled authentic. Into this training data a mixture of attack types at various attack sizes and ﬁller sizes is injected and labeled attack. The detection attributes are then generated for each rating proﬁle, and only the detection attributes and label of proﬁle is kept as part of the training set. Training the classiﬁer then follows traditional supervised machine learning methods. Another challenge that separates attack classiﬁcation from traditional classiﬁcation is the competitive nature of the problem. In traditional classiﬁcation problems, there is always the challenge of trying to account for data conditions or noise in the unseen data that were not present in the training data. For attack classiﬁcation, this problem is compounded by the fact that there is an adversary, the attacker, who beneﬁts from and thus can be assumed to actively look for ways to take advantage of these conditions. Thus in order for a classiﬁcation scheme to be robust against attacks; it not only needs the detection attributes to be ﬂexible enough to capture deviations, it also needs a classiﬁcation algorithm that is robust to malicious noise. To identify such a classiﬁcation algorithm, it is worth considering conceptually how classiﬁcations or the classiﬁcation model is made and its vulnerabilities. Conceptually a learning scheme that combined observations across the entire training set as a whole would likely be more robust than an approach based on a more localized approach from a coverage perspective. Thus we propose a SVM classiﬁer is likely to be more robust then other models since its classiﬁer essentially incorporates all training examples simultaneously in evaluating a given proﬁle. The SVM algorithm has been studied widely, in part due to its theoretical basis and properties of its decision boundary. Speciﬁcally it mathematically ﬁnds the optimal decision hyperplane with the largest margin per attribute. What this means for the adversarial classiﬁcation problem is that all attributes are considered and weighted such that they all can meaningfully inﬂuence the classiﬁcation. Conceptually this has the nice feature that it would likely be more diﬃcult for an attacker to disguise their entire signature and still have an eﬀective attack. However it also seems likely that unseen eccentric proﬁles that are far away from the norm could also be easily classiﬁed incorrectly. To validate this intuition, we empirically compare SVM with classiﬁers built using a more localized approach. Speciﬁcally we compare SVM with the opposite extreme kNN which is based on localization in the form of similarity, and an algorithm in the middle, C4.5 which uses a sequence of individual attribute values to drive more generalized localization for classiﬁcation. Consider kNN, while it generally is not considered as accurate as more sophisticated techniques for generalized datasets, it has been found to be quite accurate in determining classes tied to user similarity. Given this it would seem kNN would be a natural ﬁt for this type of classiﬁcation, however consider the vulnerabilities of its classiﬁcation approach. Speciﬁcally it suﬀers from having a ﬁxed weight, some distance measure, that applies to all attributes. As a result an attacker could take advantage of this and distance his proﬁle from other known attacks with minimal change to the eﬀect of the attack as shown in the experiments below. The C4.5 algorithm while to a lesser extent likely suﬀers a similar weakness. If its decision tree is built without pruning, it will over ﬁt the training
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data and not perform well on unseen data. However when pruned, the number of attributes considered in classiﬁcation is often reduced signiﬁcantly. As a result it seems possible for an attacker to construct proﬁles in such a way as to manipulate the small subset of attributes considered while still maintaining an eﬀective attack that conforms to an attack signature in all other ways. Thus we would expect SVM to be the most robust followed by C4.5 and kNN in terms of maliciously being able to beat the classiﬁer. In our experiments below, we empirically show support for this intuition. 4.3 Detection attributes As described above, our approach is classiﬁcation learning based on attributes derived from each individual proﬁle. These attributes come in two varieties: generic and attack typespeciﬁc. The generic attributes are basic descriptive statistics that attempt to capture some of the characteristics that will tend to make an attacker’s proﬁle look diﬀerent from a genuine user. The attack type-speciﬁc attributes are implemented to detect proﬁle characteristics speciﬁcally associated with a known attack type. 4.3.1 Generic attributes We expect the overall statistical signature of attack proﬁles will diﬀer signiﬁcantly from that of authentic proﬁles. This diﬀerence comes from two sources: the rating given the target item, and the distribution of ratings among the ﬁller items. As many researchers in the area have theorized [3, 9, 4, 7], it is unlikely if not unrealistic for an attacker to have complete knowledge of the ratings in a real system. As a result, generated proﬁles will deviate from rating patterns seen for authentic users. This variance may be manifested in many ways, including an abnormal deviation from the system average rating, or an unusual number of ratings in a proﬁle. As a result, an attribute that captures these anomalies is likely to be informative in identifying attack proﬁles. For the detection classiﬁer’s data set we have used a number of generic attributes to capture these distribution diﬀerences, several of which we have extended from attributes originally proposed in [9]. These attributes are: Rating Deviation from Mean Agreement (RDMA) [9], is intended to identify attackers through examining the proﬁle’s average deviation per item, weighted by the inverse of the number of ratings for that item. The attribute is calculated as follows: N u



RDM Au =



i=0



|ru,i −ri | RU,i



Nu



where Nu is the number of items user u rated, ru,i is the rating given by user u to item i, ri is the average rating of item i, and let RU,i be the number of ratings provided for item i by all users. Weighted Degree of Agreement (WDA), is introduced to capture the sum of the differences of the proﬁle’s ratings from the item’s average rating divided by the item’s rating frequency. It is not weighted by the number of ratings by the user, thus only the numerator
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of the RDMA equation. Weighted Deviation from Mean Agreement (WDMA), designed to help identify anomalies, places a high weight on rating deviations for sparse items. We have found it to provide the highest information gain of the attributes we have studied. It diﬀers from RDMA only in that the number of ratings for an item is squared in the denominator inside the sum, thus reducing the weight associated with items rated by many users. The WDMA attribute can be computed in the following way: N u



WDMAu =



i=0



|ru,i −ri | RU,i 2



Nu



where U is the universe of all users u; let Pu be a proﬁle for user u, consisting of a set of ratings ru,i for some items i in the universe of items to be rated; let Nu be the size of this proﬁle in terms of the numbers of ratings; and let RU,i be the number of ratings provided for item i by all users, and ri be the average of these ratings. Degree of Similarity with Top Neighbors (DegSim) [9], captures the average similarity of a proﬁle’s k nearest neighbors. As researchers have hypothesized attack proﬁles are likely to have a higher similarity with their top 25 closest neighbors than real users [9, 13]. We also include a second slightly diﬀerent attribute DegSim’, which discounts the average similarity if the neighbor shares fewer than d ratings in common. We have found this variant provides higher information gain at low ﬁller sizes. Length Variance (LengthVar) is introduced to capture how much the length of a given proﬁle varies from the average length in the database. If there are a large number of possible items, it is unlikely that very large proﬁles come from real users, who would have to enter them all manually, as opposed to a soft-bot implementing a proﬁle injection attack. As a result, this attribute is particularly eﬀective at detecting attacks with large ﬁller sizes. 4.3.2 Type-speciﬁc attributes Prior work has shown that the generic attributes are insuﬃcient for distinguishing a true attack proﬁle from eccentric but authentic proﬁles [10]. This is especially true when the proﬁles are small, containing fewer ﬁller items. Such attacks can still be successful in inﬂuencing recommendation results, so we seek to augment the generic attributes with some that are designed speciﬁcally to match the characteristics of the attack types discussed above. As shown in Section 3 attacks can be characterized based on the way their partitions it (the target item), IS (selected items), and IF (ﬁller items) are constructed. Type-speciﬁc attributes attempt to recognize the distinctive signature of a particular attack type. These attributes are based on partitioning each proﬁle in such a way as to maximize the proﬁle’s similarity to one generated by a known attack type. Statistical features of the ratings that make up the hypothesized partitions can then be used as detection attributes. Our detection model discovers a partitioning of each proﬁle that maximizes its similarity to a particular attack type. To model this partitioning, each proﬁle is split into two sets. The set Pu,T contains all items in the proﬁle that are hypothesized as targets of the attack, and the set Pu,F consists of all other ratings in the proﬁle. Thus the intention is for Pu,T to
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approximate {it } ∪ IS and Pu,F to approximate IF . (We do not attempt to diﬀerentiate IT from IS .) It is these partitions, or more precisely, their statistical features that we focus on for creating type speciﬁc detection attributes. It is important to note that this type speciﬁc partitioning can be applied for either push and nuke attacks by selecting the hypothesized target set to favor either high rated items or low rated items respectively. For detecting the distinctive signatures of attacks, there are a couple of measures we have found useful across several of the attack detection models. These attributes are designed to identify characteristics of the ﬁller partition that may indicate the proﬁle was not created by an authentic user. All of these attributes are calculated using the hypothesized ﬁller partition for the proﬁle identiﬁed by that speciﬁc attack detection model. These measures are: Filler Mean Variance (FMV), the variance of the individual ratings in the hypothesized ﬁller partition from the average rating for each of those items. The intuition behind this attribute is to capture abnormally high or low variances between the individual mean of each item and the ratings of the ﬁller items of the proﬁle in question. For example, since the ﬁller items of average attack type by design closely follow the average rating on all items, one would expect the FMV to be below that of the average authentic proﬁle. The FMV for a given proﬁle can be calculated as the variance of the individual ratings in the hypothesized ﬁller partition from the average rating for each of those items. The FMV for a given user u and attack detection model m, represented by F M Vu,m, can be calculated as: F M Vu,m =



 i∈Pu,Fm



2



(ru,i − ri ) |Pu,Fm |



where Pu,Fm is the partition of the proﬁle of user u hypothesized to be the set of ﬁller items F by model m, ru,i is the rating user u has given item i, ri is the mean rating of item i across all users, and |Pu,Fm | is the number of ratings in the hypothesized ﬁller partition of proﬁle Pu by model m. Filler Mean Diﬀerence, which is the average of the absolute value of the diﬀerence between the user’s rating and the mean rating for the hypothesized ﬁller items (rather than the squared value as in the variance.) Filler Average Correlation, the correlation between the ﬁller ratings in the proﬁle and the average rating for each item. These derived attributes are used to identify a ”best ﬁt” partitioning of each proﬁle under the assumption that the proﬁle has been generated as part of an attack of a particular type. Average attack model – The average attack type divides the proﬁle into two partitions: the target item given an extreme rating, and the ﬁller items given other ratings. The model essentially just needs to select an item to be the target and all other rated items become ﬁllers. For this attack type, the partitioning is selected such that the ratings placed in the ﬁller partition minimizes the FMV, since for average attack the ﬁller ratings closely match average score for each item. Random attack model – Like the average attack model, this model divides the ratings into the same partitions with the target partition being a single rating. The partitioning is
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determined by selecting the ﬁller items such that the ratings placed in the ﬁller partition minimize the Filler Average Correlation, since random ratings are unlikely to correlate with the real item means. Group attack model – The partitioning of the group attack model is created in a different manner. All ratings in the proﬁle that are given the proﬁle’s maximum rating are placed in the target partition, and all other ratings become the ﬁller items. Using this same partitioning attributes can be created to detect both the bandwagon and segment attack types. For bandwagon attacks, analysis of the ﬁller ratings is identical to the random attack type. For the segment attack type, the feature that maximizes the attack’s eﬀectiveness is the diﬀerence in ratings of items in the Pu,T set compared to the items in Pu,F . Thus we introduce the Filler Mean Target Diﬀerence (FMTD) attribute, which is the diﬀerence between the mean of the ratings in the target partition and the mean of the ratings in the ﬁller partition. The attribute is calculated as follows: ⎛  ⎞ ⎛  ⎞  ru,k   i∈P ru,i ⎜ u,T ⎟ ⎜ k∈Pu,F ⎟ F M T Du = ⎝ ⎠−⎝ ⎠   |Pu,T | |Pu,F |   where ru,i is the rating given by user u to item i. The overall average F M T D is then subtracted from F M T Du as a normalizing factor. Target Focus Model – All of the attributes thus far have concentrated on inter-proﬁle statistics; target focus, however, concentrates on intra-proﬁle statistics. Here we are seeking to make use of the fact that a single proﬁle cannot really inﬂuence the recommender system. Only a substantial attack containing a number of targeted proﬁles can achieve this result. It is therefore proﬁtable to examine the density of target items across proﬁles. One of the advantages of the partitioning associated with the model-based attributes described above is that a set of suspected targets is identiﬁed for each proﬁle. For the Target Model Focus attribute (TMF), we calculate the degree to which the partitioning of a given proﬁle focuses on items common to other attack partitions, and therefore measures a consensus of suspicion regarding each proﬁle. To calculate TMF for a proﬁle, ﬁrst we deﬁne Fi , the degree of focus on a given item, and then select from the proﬁle’s target set the item that has the highest focus and use its focus value.



4.4 Attack response and system robustness Once attack proﬁles have been detected, the question then becomes how the system should respond in order to eliminate or reduce the bias introduced by the attack. Ideally all attack proﬁles would be ignored and the system would function as if no bias had been injected. However a more likely scenario is there are a number of proﬁles that are suspected of being part of an attack without 100% certainty. If such a suspicion could be quantiﬁed reliably, the probability that a proﬁle was part of an attack could be used as a weight to discount the contribution of such questionable proﬁles toward any recommendation the system makes.
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In our experiments here, we use the simpler method of ignoring proﬁles labeled as attacks when making predictions. Although we have focused primarily on the direct aﬀect of the push and nuke attacks on the target items, it is worth mentioning that bias in the overall system is also an important aspect of robustness. For a system to be considered robust, it should not only be able to withstand a direct attack on an item with minimal prediction shift; it should also be able to provide just as accurate predictions for all other items.



5 Experiments In our experiments we have used the publicly-available Movie-Lens 100K dataset1 . This dataset consists of 100,000 ratings on 1682 movies by 943 users. All ratings are integer values between one and ﬁve where one is the lowest (disliked) and ﬁve is the highest (most liked). Each user in the dataset has rated at least 20 movies.



5.1 Recommendation algorithm We used the standard user-based collaborative recommendation algorithm using k-nearestneighbor prediction [6, 14]. The algorithm assumes there is a single user / item pair for which a prediction is sought. In our experiments this is generally the pushed item, since we are primarily interested in the impact that attacks have on this item. The kNN-based algorithm operates by selecting the k most similar users to the target user, and formulates a prediction by combining the preferences of these users. Similarity is measured using Pearson’s r-correlation coeﬃcient: similar users are those whose proﬁles are highly correlated with each other. In our implementation, we use a value of 20 for the neighborhood size, and we ﬁlter out all neighbors with a similarity of less than 0.1. Once the most similar users are identiﬁed, we use the following formula to compute the prediction for an item i for target user u.  pu,i = r¯a +



v∈V



simu,v (rv,i − r¯v )  v∈V



|simu,v |



where V is the set of k similar users and rv,i is the rating of those users who have rated item i, r¯v is the average rating for the target user over all rated items, and simu,v is the mean-adjusted Pearson correlation described above. If the proﬁles corate less than 3% of the items, the weight of the contribution to the prediction for that user is reduced to the number of corated items over 3% of the items. 1



http://www.cs.umn.edu/research/GroupLens/data/
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5.2 Evaluation Metrics There has been considerable research in the area of recommender systems evaluation [15]. Some of these concepts can also be applied to the evaluation of the security of recommender systems, but in evaluating security, the vulnerability of the recommender to attack is of more interest than the raw performance. To compare diﬀerent classiﬁcation algorithms, we are interested primarily in measures of classiﬁcation performance. An accurate classiﬁer will prevent attack proﬁles from having an impact. One additional factor that we identiﬁed in prior research is errors induced by false positives. Many of the algorithms classify real proﬁles as attackers, thereby potentially impacting the accuracy of the recommendations produced. It is therefore important to measure the impact of attack detection on recommendation accuracy. For measuring classiﬁcation performance, we use the standard binary classiﬁcation measurements of speciﬁcity and sensitivity. The basic deﬁnition of speciﬁcity and sensitivity can be written as: # true positives sensitivity = (# true positives + # false negatives) speciﬁcity =



(#



# true negatives true negatives + # false positives)



Since we are primarily interested in how well the algorithms detect attacks, we examine these metrics with respect to attack identiﬁcation. Thus # true positives is the number of correctly classiﬁed attack proﬁles, # false positives is the number of authentic proﬁles misclassiﬁed as attack proﬁles, and # false negatives is the number of attack proﬁles misclassiﬁed as authentic proﬁles. Thus sensitivity measures the proportion of attack proﬁles correctly identiﬁed, and speciﬁcity measures the proportion of authentic proﬁles correctly identiﬁed. In addition to these classiﬁcation metrics, we are also interested in measuring the eﬀect of discounting misclassiﬁed authentic proﬁles on predictive accuracy. We evaluate this impact by examining a commonly used metric for evaluating recommender predictive accuracy, mean absolute error (MAE). Assume that the set T is a set of ratings in a test set, then the MAE of a recommender system trained on an authentic rating set R can be calculated as follows:  |tu,i − pu,i | t∈T MAE = T  where tu,i is a rating in T for user u and item i, pu,i is the predicted rating for user u and item i, and T  is the number of ratings in the set T . Our goal is to measure the eﬀectiveness of an attack - the “win” for the attacker. The desired outcome for the attacker in a “push” attack is of course that the pushed item be more likely to be recommended after the attack than before. In the experiments reported below, we follow the lead of [4] in measuring stability via prediction shift. Average prediction shift is deﬁned as follows. Let UT and IT be the sets of users and items, respectively, in the test data. For each user-item pair (u, i) the prediction shift denoted by ∆u,i , can be
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measured as ∆u,i = pu,i − pu,i , where p represents the prediction after the attack and p before. A positive value means that the attack has succeeded in making the pushed item more positively rated.



5.3 Experimental setup The attack detection and response experiments were conducted using a separate training and test set by partitioning the ratings data in half. The ﬁrst half was used to create training data for the attack detection classiﬁers used in later experiments. For each test the 2nd half of the data was injected with attack proﬁles and then run through the classiﬁer that had been trained on the augmented ﬁrst half of the data. This approach was used since a typical cross-validation approach would be overly biased as the same movie being attacked would also be the movie being trained for. Thus requiring the assumption that the system had a priori knowledge of which item(s) would be attacked. The training data was created by inserting a mix of the attack types described above for both push and nuke attacks at various ﬁller sizes that ranged from 3% to 100%. The attacked movies in the training sets were chosen at random from movies that had between 80 and 100 ratings; about 1/4 of the movies in the database have more ratings. This range was selected so that there are enough ratings to balance the somewhat large training attack, while still making the training sensitive to smaller attacks on less frequently rated items. Speciﬁcally the training data was created by inserting the ﬁrst attack at a particular ﬁller size, and generating the detection attributes for the authentic and attack proﬁles. This process was repeated 18 more times for additional attack types and/or ﬁller sizes, and generating the detection attributes separately. For all these subsequent attacks, the detection attributes of only the attack proﬁles were then added to the original detection attribute dataset. This approach combined with the average attribute normalizing factor described above, allowed a larger attack training set to be created while minimizing over-training for larger attack sizes due to the high percentage of attack proﬁles that make up the training set (10.5% total across the 19 training attacks). The detection attributes were then automatically generated based on the augmented dataset and a class attribute (authentic/attack) was added. For these experiments we use 25 detection attributes: – 6 generic attributes: WDMA, RDMA, WDA, Length Variance, DegSim (k = 450), and DegSim’ (k = 2, d = 963); – 6 average attack model attributes (3 for push, 3 for nuke): Filler Mean Variance, Filler Mean Diﬀerence, Proﬁle Variance; – 4 random attack model attributes (2 for push, 2 for nuke): Filler Mean Diﬀerence, Filler Average Correlation; – 4 group attack model attributes for bandwagon attack (2 for push, 2 for nuke): Filler Mean Diﬀerence, Filler Average Correlation; – 4 group attack model attributes for segment attack(2 for push, 2 for nuke): Filler Mean Target Diﬀerence, Filler Mean Variance and,
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Fig. 3 Sensitivity comparison vs. ﬁller size for 1% average attacks.



– 1 target detection model attribute: Target Model Focus.



5.4 Classiﬁer performance results Based on the training data and method described above, binary classiﬁers were built to classify proﬁles as either attack or authentic. For comparison 3 classiﬁers were implemented: kNN, C4.5, and SVM. To classify unseen proﬁles with kNN, the detection attributes of the proﬁles are used to ﬁnd the 9 nearest neighbors in the training set to determine the class using Pearson correlation for similarity. The C4.5 and SVM classiﬁer’s are built in a similar manner such that they classify proﬁles based on the detection attributes only. The C4.5 classiﬁer uses reduced error pruning and a conﬁdence factor of .25 [16]. For all experiments below, the attacks examined are push attacks. All classiﬁers and classiﬁcation results were created using Weka [17]. In all classiﬁcation experiments, to ensure the generality of the results, 50 movies were selected randomly that represented a wide range of average ratings and number of ratings. Each of these movies was attacked individually and the average is reported for all experiments. The results reported below represent averages across all proﬁles in the test set and test movies. In the ﬁrst set of experiments we examine how the 3 classiﬁers compare at detecting the average attack, one of the more diﬃcult to detect attack models. Figures 3 & 4 compare the classiﬁcation performance of each of the classiﬁers to a 1% average attack across various ﬁller sizes. As Section 5.2 explains, in this detection context sensitivity is the percent of attack proﬁles correctly identiﬁed; and speciﬁcity is the percent of authentic proﬁles correctly identiﬁed. As the sensitivity results show both SVM and C4.5 are nearly perfect at identifying all the attack proﬁles correctly, while the kNN classiﬁer has some diﬃculty at low ﬁller sizes. However, looking at the speciﬁcity we see the opposite is true with C4.5 and SVM misclassifying far more authentic proﬁles than kNN; although this gap diminishes at higher ﬁller sizes. This is not particularly surprising since there is often a trade oﬀ associated with sensitivity and speciﬁcity. Still, SVM has the best combination of sensitivity and speciﬁcity across the entire range of ﬁller sizes for a 1% attack.
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Fig. 4 Speciﬁcity comparison vs. ﬁller size for 1% average attacks.



When analyzing the classiﬁer accuracy, both type I (false positive – speciﬁcity) and type II (false negative – sensitivity) errors are important. Type I errors mean that real users are labeled as attackers; type II errors result in attackers slipping past our detection algorithm. However, as we show below, false positives are not particularly harmful if the system has a suﬃciently large user base. This means that recall (ﬁnding all of the attackers) should be valued more than precision (detecting only real attackers.)



5.5 Recommender Impact Analysis Two questions follow from these results: Accuracy: As Figure 4 shows, all three detection algorithms incorrectly classify a portion of the authentic users as attack users. Does the system still make good predictions even when some genuine users are labeled as attackers and therefore ignored? Robustness: As Figure 3 shows, all three algorithms also allow some attackers to slip past undetected, but the vast majority of attack proﬁles are correctly identiﬁed. To what extent does this detection ability succeed in defending the system against the inﬂuence of an attack? To answer these questions, we experimented with a version of the user-based recommendation algorithm in which users identiﬁed as attackers were ignored in the generation of recommendations. For examining the question of accuracy, we look at the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the system’s predictions. To compute this value, we compare predicted and actual ratings over all users and movies in the original test set, applying the classiﬁer such that all authentic users labeled as attackers are not included in predictions. If the detection system discarded too many real proﬁles (false positives), we would expect that prediction accuracy would go down and the error would go up. Figure 5 shows that, although C4.5, SVM, and kNN detection incorrectly classiﬁed some authentic users, the algorithms still are quite accurate with less than 0.02 on a rating scale of 1-5 or less than 1% diﬀerence from the system without detection. In fact with a 90% conﬁdence interval, the diﬀerences between both kNN and SVM when compared to no detection is not statistically signiﬁcant as Figure 5 shows.
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Fig. 5 Mean absolute error by detection algorithm shown with a 90% conﬁdence interval.



The question of robustness can be addressed in several ways, below we examine it with respect to Prediction Shift, the extent to which the system’s predicted rating for the target item changes as a result of the attack. For the prediction shift experiments, attack classiﬁcation was incorporated by eliminating any user from similarity consideration if it was classiﬁed as an attack user. User-based kNN collaborative recommendation was then applied with a neighborhood size of k = 20. Figure 6 shows the resulting prediction shift caused by an average attack across all ﬁller sizes and attack sizes from .5% to 15%. As the ﬁgure shows without detection, the system’s predictions can be shifted signiﬁcantly for even small attack sizes. However with detection, all three algorithms signiﬁcantly reduce the range of attacks that are successful, particularly at low attack sizes. The more interesting aspect of these results are the diﬀerences in robustness of the 3 algorithms built on the same attributes and training set at diﬀerent points in this ﬁller size and attack size range. As Figure 6 and Figure 7 depict, while kNN may have superior speciﬁcity, its reduced sensitivity at small ﬁller sizes becomes readily apparent. The reason for this diﬀerence is due to kNN’s reliance on a good similarity metric for meaningful predictions, in this case the Pearson correlation coeﬃcient. While this correlation coeﬃcient generally performs well for ratings data; when there are few corated items, as would be the case for low ﬁller sizes, it is prone to error due to the reduced overlap upon which it bases the correlation. The C4.5 and SVM algorithms, on the other hand, rely on matching proﬁle characteristics to the decision space deﬁned by the entire training set and are thus more robust to small ﬁller sizes than kNN for this problem. By comparing the C4.5 and SVM classiﬁers (Figure 7) each has an area which they dominate. The C4.5 algorithm performs slightly better at ﬁller sizes of 10% or less when the attack size is 10% or more. The SVM algorithm, however, dominates for attack sizes less than 10%, allowing no resulting prediction shift over that entire range. It is important to note that while the detection algorithm directly impacts the number of attack proﬁles used by the prediction algorithm, this does not necessarily mean the
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Fig. 6 Prediction shift for average attack across the dimensions of ﬁller size and attack size.
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Fig. 7 Prediction shift for average attack across the dimensions of ﬁller size and attack size.



area where the most proﬁles slip through will result in the largest prediction shift. This phenomenon can be seen in Figure 6b where the greatest prediction shift for a 1% attack with kNN detection occurred with a 5% ﬁller size, even through the ﬁller size with the lowest sensitivity (Figure 3) was at 3%. This is due to the 5% attack proﬁles being far more eﬀective per proﬁle than the 3% ones as Figure 6a shows. Thus, the most eﬀective attack is one that both avoids detection and imparts the greatest impact to the recommender. The prediction shift surfaces shown in this work intend to highlight the impact of the combination of these two on resulting recommender system. Next in Figures 8 and 9 we examine the eﬀectiveness of each of these algorithms at protecting against the random attack. Similar to the results for average attack, all three classiﬁers reduce the impact of the attack but SVM and C4.5 prove more robust at small ﬁller sizes. Also once again SVM does slightly better than C4.5 for lower attack sizes while
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Fig. 8 Prediction shift for random attack across the dimensions of ﬁller size and attack size.
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Fig. 9 Prediction shift for random attack across the dimensions of ﬁller size and attack size.



C4.5 has the slight edge at low ﬁller sizes and large attack sizes. While either could be argued as being preferable, the areas of the SVM detector’s weakness, high attack sizes, could be more easily covered by also employing an anomaly detection technique [18].



6 Related Work Research related to improving robustness has established that hybrid and model-based recommendation oﬀer a strong defense against proﬁle injection attacks, signiﬁcantly reducing the impact of attacks for the most part [7, 19]. Other work by Zhang et al. [20] has shown singular value decomposition (SVD) techniques can also help reduce the eﬀects of attacks. Massa and Avesani [21] introduced a trust network approach to limit the inﬂuence of biased users. O’Mahony et al. [22] developed several techniques to defend against the attacks
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described in [3] and [4], including new strategies for neighborhood selection and similarity weight transformations. However robust an algorithm may be, it is impossible to have complete security against proﬁle injection attacks. A collaborative system is designed to adjust its behavior in response to user inputs, and in theory, an attacker could swamp the system with so many proﬁles as to control it completely. One common defense is to simply make assembling a proﬁle more diﬃcult. A system may require that users create an account and perhaps respond to a captcha2 before doing so. This increases the cost of creating bogus accounts (although with oﬀshore data entry outsourcing available at low rates, the cost may still not be too high for some attackers.) Such measures come at a high cost for the system owner as well, however – they drive users away from participating in collaborative systems, systems which rely on user input to function. In addition, such measures are totally ineﬀective for recommender systems based on implicit measures such as usage data mined from web logs. Other research eﬀorts have been aimed at detecting and preventing the eﬀects of proﬁle injection attacks. Chirita et al. [9] proposed several metrics for analyzing rating patterns of malicious users and evaluate their potential for detecting such attacks. Su, et al. [23] developed a spreading similarity algorithm in order to detect groups of similar attackers. In Burke et al. [11] a model-based approach to detection attribute generation was introduced and shown to be eﬀective at detecting and reducing the eﬀects of random and average attack types. A second model-based approach for detecting attacks that target groups of items was introduced in Mobasher et al. [10] and shown to eﬀectively detect the segment attack. Other work has examined a more unsupervised approach based on anomaly detection to identify attacks. Bhaumik et al. [18] demonstrated that X-bar and conﬁdence interval control limit anomaly detection techniques could be used eﬀectively to identify items and time periods an item was under attack for even small attack sizes. Zhang et al. [24] introduced a heuristic based approach to adapting time-series windows to more accurately detect attack events based on changes in averages and entropy between periods. O’Mahony et al. [25] examined the problem of deviant ratings at a more general level trying to detect and eliminate any ratings that degraded the quality of predictions whether malicious or natural. Their work showed that such a technique could be used to increase robustness with minimal impact to accuracy or coverage. 7 Conclusion Proﬁle injection attacks have been shown to be eﬀective threats to the robustness of collaborative recommender systems. Our work and others have pointed out the vulnerabilities shared by the most commonly-implemented collaborative algorithms. In this paper, we demonstrate a supervised classiﬁcation learning approach can add signiﬁcant robustness to proﬁle injection attacks. Furthermore our results demonstrate the selection of classiﬁer algorithm is also an import factor in maximizing the protection this type of scheme can oﬀer. Speciﬁcally a classiﬁcation algorithm should be chosen that is not easily beat by a 2
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malicious user manipulating individual features of the attack proﬁle. As this work shows when combined with a robust classiﬁcation algorithm such as SVM, signiﬁcant robustness can be obtained against all but the largest attack sizes while having insigniﬁcant impact to predictive accuracy. Several outstanding questions remain, however. We have incorporated attack-speciﬁc feature extraction into the classiﬁers. Some preliminary work on detecting attacks that deviate from these reverse engineered models was done with some success using a kNN based detection technique [12]. Some preliminary results, not included here for reasons of space, indicate a more robust algorithm like SVM may provide additional protection against these types of attacks as well. Other preliminary work also indicates that the classiﬁers trained on average and random attacks do work well on the other attack models that we have identiﬁed. Further research is necessary to determine how the choice of classiﬁcation algorithm may aﬀect robustness of our detection method for nuke attacks. Another area to explore would be the robustness a hybrid of proﬁle classiﬁcation and anomaly detection techniques could provide. In general, it remains to be shown whether a theoretical approach can be used to prove the robustness of any non-trivial defense mechanism to the realm of any possible attack. Our model of detection described above incorporates multiple dimensions, such as time series and critical mass information. The results reported here, however, do not incorporate temporal properties and use the proﬁles in isolation without attempting to identify common items under attack. We expect that taking these features into account will provide further enhancements to our detection accuracy.
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